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Abstract: In this paper, we studied the structure and dynamics for a trilayer Yukawa crystal. We
firstly studied the optimal lattice structure by comparing lattice interaction energy from different
lattice distribution, after that, we did the collective mode calculation and analyzed its eigenvectors,
if the lattice structure is stable, all the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix should be positive.
PACS numbers: 52.27.Gr, 52.27.Lw, 63.20.-e
Wigner proposed that the electron can form crystal
at low electron density [1]. Wigner crystal can be cre-
ated by electrons in liquid helium surface, dusty plasma
or colloidal particles. If the the neutralizing back-
ground is fixed, it is Coulomb plasma or one compo-
nent plasma(OCP), if the background is polarizable, due
to the Debye screening, the interaction between charged
particles becomes Yukawa potential. Because it is easier
to do measurement in experiment, people often study 2D
system. Bonsall[2] firstly studied the static and dynami-
cal properties of a 2D Coulomb Wigner crystal. Gann’s
Monte Carlo simulation result[3] and Thomas’s experi-
mental result[4] confirmed the stable 2D lattice structure
is hexagonal. Dispersion relation in 2D Yukawa lattice
was firstly calculated by Peeters[5]in 1987, followed by
works on Yukawa system[6–12]. Normally, a 2D system
needs a confining potential in the direction perpendicular
to the 2D plane. The dusty plasma system under weak
confining may form multilayer structure[13, 14]. The lat-
tice structure transition with different confining strength
was studied in works[15–20]. Bilayer Coulomb lattice sys-
tem was firstly studied by Peeters[21], followed by some
works on bilayer Yukawa system[22, 23]. In this letter,
we try to study a trilayer lattice system, each layer is a
perfect lattice and particles have only inplane movement.
We assume each layer has the same kind of lattice
structure, due to the symmetry, the unit cell is either
rhombic or rectangle, here we can tune two parameters:
rhombic angle and the aspect ratio. Originally, we put
both the top and bottom layers at the geometric cen-
ter of the middle layer(unshifted), then we can shift the
top and bottom layer along a symmetric axis in oppo-
site directions, hence we have another tuned parameter,
shift value. In rhombic case, suppose the primitive vec-
tors for the middle layer are ~a = (xcos(α2 ), xsin(
α
2 )) and
~b = (−xcos(α2 ), xsin(α2 )), x is the side length of a rhom-
bic unit cell. In rectangle case, the primitive vectors for
the middle layer are ~a = (x, 0) and ~b = (0, tx), x is the
length of the horizontal side of the rectangle unit cell. If
~r is the the inplane vector of an arbitrary site in mid-
dle layer, then ~r + ~a+
~b
2 + ~c gives the position of a site in
type ~a/x ~b/x nsx
2
rhombic (cos(α
2
), sin(α
2
)) (−cos(α
2
), sin(α
2
)) 3
sin(α)
rectangle (1, 0) (0, t) 3
t
TABLE I. primitive vectors
middle top bottom
0 ~a+
~b
2
+ ~c ~a+
~b
2
− ~c
TABLE II. layer shift
top layer, ~r + ~a+
~b
2 − ~c gives the position of a site in bot-
tom layer, where ~c is the shift vector. In rhombic case,
~c = (0, s), 0 6 s 6 |~a+~b2 |. In rectangle case, there are two
kinds of shift: vertical shift and diagonal shift.The verti-
cal shift is the same as that in rhombic case except that
0 6 s 6 |~b|2 . In diagonal shift, ~c = s(1, t), 0 6 s 6 |~a+
~b
2 |.
If the shift vector ~c = 0, we call it unshifted lattice.
We define the Wigner-Seitz(WS) radius based on
pia2ns = 1,a is the WS radius, ns is the projected surface
density. In the following part of this paper, all the length
variables are in the unit of a.
For a given lattice distribution, we calculate the
Yukawa interaction energy from all the other neighbor
sites within a given radius. The total energy is Etotal =
3E1 + 2E2 +E3, E1 is the energy within each layer,E2 is
the energy between the nearest layers, E3 is the energy
between the top and bottom layers.
We set a value for the interlayer distance. Then com-
pare the energy from different types of lattice, the one
with the lowest energy is the optimal lattice. Fig 3 shows
the phase as the interlayer distance and κ change. Fig 2
is the plot of energy for κ = 0.4.
type direction ~c/s s range
rhombic vertical (0,1) 0 6 s 6 |~a+~b
2
|
rectangle
vertical (0,1) 0 6 s 6 |~b|
2
diagonal (1,t) 0 6 s 6 |~a+~b
2
|
TABLE III. shift type
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2FIG. 1. Rhombic unit cell(left), rectangle unit cell(right),α
is the rhombic angle, the ratio between the two sides of the
rectangle is t
FIG. 2. Energy and correlation energy plot for E1, E2, E3
Based on the well-known result that the stable state
of a single layer lattice is hexagonal, and a single layer
hexagonal lattice can be decomposed into three hexago-
nal lattices, so when the interlayer distance is small, we
should always get a staggered triangle lattice as in Fig 6.
At very large interlayer distance, since the coupling be-
tween layers is very weak, we can treat each of them as a
single layer, so it also must be a triangular lattice. In Fig
2,it is the plot of energy E1, E2, E3 as well as correlation
energy. we can see there is kink at d = 0.9, 1.95 because
of the abrupt lattice phase transition. The correlation en-
ergy between top and bottom layer is positive at d > 0.9,
this indicates the lattice sites from the top layer are just
right above the those from the bottom layer(unshifted
lattice).
In the previous section, we have found the optimal lat-
tice at a certain interlayer distance. But whether it is
FIG. 3. phase diagram with different interlayer distance, the
fourth image is the κ − d phase diagram, the red is trian-
gle lattice, the dark blue is the shifted rhombic, the green is
rectangle, the light blue is square
FIG. 4. The shift ratio with different d values, the shift ratio
is the ratio between the shift value and the half diagonal side
of the rhombus
stable, we still dont know, since our rhombic or rectan-
gle unit cell can’t map all the possible lattice distribu-
tion. the collective mode dispersion can provide useful
evidence to check the stability. In this section, we will
study the in-plane collective mode dispersion.
In order to obtain the collective mode dispersion, we
need the dynamical matrix M ijµν , here, i, j is 1(mid-
dle),2(top),3(bottom); µ, ν is x, y. So the dynamical
matrix is a 6×6 matrix.
M ijµν(
~k) = δij
∑
m=1,2,3
Simµν (0)− Sijµν(~k) (1)
3Sijµν(
~k) =
∑
n
∂2ϕij(~rn)
∂µ∂ν
ei
~k~rn (2)
∑
n
means the lattice summation from all the sites
within a given radius.The structure of dynamical matrix
in the form
M11 M12 M13M21 M22 M23
M31 M32 M33
 where each sub-block is(
M ijxx M
ij
xy
M ijyx M
ij
yy
)
The dynamical matrix is always Hermitian.
It always has real eigenvalues. If our lattice is stable, all
the eigenvalues must be positive, or else, some eigenvalue
in some k range may be negative. Here we show the dis-
persion result from three types of lattice: staggered trian-
gle, overlapped square. Note: All the dispersion graphs
are generated with very fine cut of k value, the step for
k is 0.0002, so we can clearly see the what happens when
two dispersion curves cross each other.
Since the matrix has 6 dimensions, its eigen problem
can only be solved by numerical calculation. Here we use
the Eigen C++ library to do the computation. When
we display the six modes, we distinguish each mode by
the continuity of eigenvector. We start to generate the
eigenvalues from k = 0.0001. Suppose λ(k) is the eigen-
value, then w(k) =
√
λ(k), if λ(k) is negative, we set
w(k) = −√−λ(k). For given two consecutive wavevec-
tor values k and k + ∆k, we have six normalized eigen-
vectors ~vi(k) and ~vi(k + ∆k) , i =1 to 6. We check the
dot product value of ~vi(k) · ~vj(k + ∆k), If its value has
least deviation from 1, we display eigenvalue wi(k) and
wj(k + ∆) with the same color. As for the name in the
legend, it will be discussed later.
FIG. 5. dispersion curves when interlayer distance is zero
In Fig 7, it is the reciprocal lattice, black lines are the
axis of from each sublattice, red lines are the axis from
FIG. 6. top view of a staggered trilayer triangular lattice, the
bar and triangle represents two possible unit cell options, the
lattice structure of the new unit cell is the same as each layer
FIG. 7. Reciprocal lattice: red line is for the total lat-
tice(ignore the label of different layer), black line is for each
sublattice or the unit cell in Fig 6
the total single layer lattice(ignore the label difference).
From Fig 5, when k angle=30, 90, the dispersion curves
are three sets of lines, they are exactly the same but
with a shift along k axis, this is because the single trian-
gle lattice contains three dilute triangle lattice. Along k
angle=0, 30, the gapped mode is some new information
which doesn’t show up in single layer lattice. We think it
is because of the lattice structure difference between the
total single lattice and the new unit cell in Fig 6. The
images from angle 0 and 60 or 30 and 90 are almost same
but still have some difference, we don’t know the reason,
perhaps because there is no 60 degree rotation symmetry
for each unit cell. Since when d=0, the trilayer system
is the same as a single hexagonal layer, recall the single
layer lattice dispersion[6–8], we do see it in Fig 5.
From Fig 8, we can see that the dispersion is very
close the that in Fig 5, since the interlayer distance is
very small. But we observed many ”cross” points, where
4FIG. 8. dispersion curves for d = 0.2a
FIG. 9. dispersion curves for d = 3.0a
the lines with different colors form a gap.
From Fig 9, we can see the tendency of the each graph
is similar with that from a single triangle lattice, this is
because the d=3, the coupling between two layers is al-
ready weak. We can see the value of one line can be neg-
ative, this means the eigenvalue of the dynamical matrix
is negative, it indicates there is instability in the lattice
structure.
From now on, we will try to analyze the pattern of the
eigenvectors. When we have staggered triangular lattice,
the dynamical matrix is Hermitian(some elements can
have imaginary part). For overlapped rhombic or rectan-
gle lattice, the matrix is always real symmetric. For real
eigenvectors, we can simply use a 2D arrow to visualize
the displacement. Suppose we get an eigenvector with
six elements (x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3), then we break it into
FIG. 10. dispersion curves for square lattice
three vectors (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), we use an arrow
to represent each vector.If all the tree vectors are in the
same directon, it is labelled as ’A’(All), if the middle layer
doesn’t move, it is labelled as ’S’(Stationary), if the mid-
dle layer does move in one dirction and the other two lay-
ers are in the opposite direction, we label it as ’M’(Move).
Fig 12 is the visualization for square lattice. The eigen-
vectors from complex matrix have complex number, it is
not easy to visualize it by a simple 2D vector, so we use
elliptical plot manner. We write x1y1 in form of re
θ, then
use parametric plot of x = rsin(wt + θ), y = sin(wt),
the positive theta gives left rotation, the negative theta
gives right rotation. Fig 11 is an example of the lliptical
plot.
FIG. 11. Visualization of complex eigenvectors,1,2,3 repre-
sents middle,top, bottom layer, L,R means left and right ro-
tation
Generally, whenever two dispersion curves form a
gap, they exchange eigenvector type. Or in other
words, The slope of the dispersion curve from a
given polarization type won’t change sign around a
cross point. This can be seen based on the matrix
structure, for example, in square lattice, all the Mxy
elements are zero.The dynamical matrix can be decom-
posed into two 3 by 3 sub-matrix(XX and YY). Each
5FIG. 12. Displacement visualization of the eigenvecotors, in-
terlayer distance is 1.5, ϕ is the propagation angle in k space
respect to kx axis, the length of the arrows means its mag-
nitude, the black, red, green corresponds to layer 1-middle,2-
upper,3-lower
sub-matrix has a structure as
A B BB A C
B C A
 Its eigenval-
ues are (A − C, 2A+C−
√
8B2+C2
2 ,
2A+C+
√
8B2+C2
2 ),
the corresponding eigenvecotors are
(0,−1, 1),(−C+
√
8B2+C2
2B , 1, 1),(−C−
√
8B2+C2
2B , 1, 1).
The second and third elements in the last two eigenvec-
tors have same value, one is ’M’ mode, the other one is
’A’ mode. But when B changes sign, the ’M’ and ’A’
mode will exchange type, where B is about zero. Since
the eigenvalues difference between ’M’ and ’A’ mode
is
√
8B2 + C2, when B is zero,the difference will be a
minimum.
Conclusion
We find the optimal lattice structure of a trilayer
Yukawa lattice by lattice energy summation calculation.
Then we calculate the in-plane collective mode disper-
sion. The polarization type of each mode has a exchange
at each gap in the dispersion plot. Unfortunately, our
dispersion result shows that the eigenvalues of the dy-
namical matrix is not always positive, finding the global
energy minimum of the lattice is quite challenging. Fu-
ture work will be done on comparing the lattice result
with MD simulation result.
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